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CCSD, Tensor Contraction 
•  Predictive Simulation of Electronic Structure 
•  First-principle solution of the quantum mechanical equations of motion for many electrons 
•  Exact solutions not known even for 2 electrons 
•  Finite discretization of the problem is NP-hard 

•  Approximation method: coupled-cluster and many-body are expensive: Coupled-Cluster Singles 
and Doubles (CCSD) is O(N6) time complexity, O(N4) space complexity 

•  Translated into series of GEMM(A, B, C), where A is                     B is                   and C is  
•    
•  B is 25 to 400 larger than A or C 
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ij ⇥ cd cd⇥ ab ij ⇥ ab
(a, b, c, d) ⇡ X ⇥ (i, j), where X 2 [5, 20]

“ABCD” tensor contraction 



Issues with CCSD

• First of all, distribution of tiles is not 2D block cyclic, it’s not even 2D block, and certainly not cyclic. 
The application is seeing all blocks in an array and cutting that array in np chunks.

• G is very different from T and R. G is block-sparse, while T and R can be 
low-rank or element-sparse.

• MT (number of tiles along M) is order of magnitude smaller than NT and 
KT. 
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Tiles / Blocks are Irregular 
Tensor contraction using a task-based runtime system 9

tasks to trigger the di↵erent steps of a task progress in the MADNESS runtime.
All computing resource are under the control of a single runtime, that provide
computing capabilities to the other runtime system.
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Fig. 1. Example of an Irregular Tiled GEMM operation

5 Runtime and Algorithm Optimizations

5.1 Optimized Matrix Multiply Algorithm

The ABCD operation is implemented in TiledArray as a distributed-memory
matrix multiplication (GEMM)[12] on matrices with irregular tiles. GEMM com-
putes C 0 = A⇥B+C, where A is a matrix of size M ⇥K, B is a matrix of size
K⇥N , and C is a matrix of size M⇥N . A,B, and C are tiled – they are divided
into submatrices such that Aij , 1  i  m, 1  j  k are submatrices of A of

size Mi ⇥Kj ,
Pm

i=1 Mi = M,
Pk

j=1 Kj = K. We define similarly Bij and Cij as
the tiles of B and C, of size Ki ⇥ Nj and Mi ⇥ Nj respectively. (Mi, Nj ,Kk)
defines a cartesian tiling of A,B,C such that the tiles remain compatible for the
GEMM operation: C 0

ij = Cij +
Pk

l=1 Ail ⇥ Blj , 1  i  m, 1  j  n. Figure 1
illustrates this irregular tiling for 3 matrices.

As described in Section 2, the shape of the input matrices is a consequence of
the specific problem context: in typical runs, K = N >> M . As a consequence,
the traditional version of SUMMA that rotates A and B over the blocks of C in a
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•  In addition to B being huge: 
•  Input data is tiled 
•  Tiles are irregular (but form a 

Cartesian grid) 
•  Data is arbitrarily distributed 
•  Target platform is GPU 

accelerated 
•  Problem is huge (neither A, B, 

or C fit on one node, neither 
A’s, B’s, or C’s local data fit on 
accumulated memory of GPUs) 



Using a Task Runtime System for Irregularly Tiled Application 

•  Task-based Algorithm is data placement agnostic 
•  PaRSEC provides asynchronous transparent 

communication for the application 
•  Just need to provide a ‘compute where B is located’ 

heuristic to the basic Tiled-based GEMM implementation 
to reduce communications 

•  Task-based Algorithm can easily be expressed for 
irregular tiling 

•  PaRSEC manages multi-GPU / node on distributed 
environment 
•  Simple load balancing strategy between the different 

GPUs 
•  ‘Owner’ computes to avoid frequent ejection of modified 

tiles 
•  PaRSEC allows to achieve seamless fine-grain 

integration of task-based GEMM within MPQC 
•  MPQC witten over TiledArray over MADNESS 
•  Replace SUMMA algorithm of ABCD tensor contraction in 

TA/MADNESS with PaRSEC-Enabled GEMM 
•  Connect MADNESS futures with PaRSEC initial data 

lookup and final data outputs 
•  Seamless replacement of SUMMA algorithm written over 

MADNESS with Task-based GEMM algorithm 
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Strong Scaling 
•  Problem size: 

•  M=3600, N=K=186,624 
•  Mean(rows in block) = 900 
•  Mean(cols in block) = 1296 
•  # Tiles for M: 4 
•  # Tiles for N and K: 144 

•  TESSE = proposed approach 
•  TiledArray = SUMMA algorithm written on top 

of MADNESS with GPU offloading of GEMM 
kernel using Unified Memory 

•  TESSE: x12.8 performance with 16 nodes 
•  TiledArray: x6.8 performance with 12 nodes 
•  Overall performance of TESSE runtime is 

~20% of peak 
•  (Legacy application achieve ~2% of peak) 
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TESSE runtime, strong scaling
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• Tensor contraction of the ABCD term in the coupled-
cluster doubles equation for (H2O)12 in aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set.

• The problem’s ranges are O=60, U=432, nO=2, 
nU=12;

• In the LA world, it means M=3600, N=K=186,624, 
MT=4, NT=144  or mean(MB)=900, 
mean(NB)=1296

• Peak performance for GPUs are for blocks that are 
nice multiples (like 64). If you don’t have that, you 
leave ~10% performance on the table.

• TESSE runtime achieves x12.8 speedup from 1 to 
16 nodes

• Native TiledArray achieves x6.8

• TESSE runtime supports 2 or more GPU per node, 
while TiledArray does not perform well with 2 GPUs.

• Overall performance of TESSE runtime is ~20% of 
peak. Legacy applications achieve ~2% of peak!

Higher the better

Rectangular Tiles
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Tensor contraction of the ABCD term in the coupled- cluster doubles equation for (H
2
O)

12 
in aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. 



Problem Scaling 
•  We suspect that the performance 

degradation comes from two factors: 
•  Tile size is not a multiple of 64; 
•  The static matrix B is not fitting in GPU 

memory and is going back- and-forth 
between memories  

•  That experiment evaluates the 
runtime when the largest matrix 
crosses the GPU memory boundary 
•  B is ~34GB for N=65536 while GPUs have 

only 12GB of high bandwidth memory.  
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TESSE runtime
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Higher the betterWe suspect that the performance 
degradation comes from two factors:
• Tile size is not a multiple of 64;
• The static matrix B is not fitting in 

GPU memory and is going back-
and-forth between memories

That experiment evaluates the 
runtime when the largest matrix 
crosses the GPU memory boundary.
• Matrix B is ~34GB for N=65536 

while GPUs have only 12GB of high 
bandwidth memory.

Rectangular Tiles
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Open Questions & Opportunities for Collaborations 

•  Tile size irregularity introduces many problems: 
•  Scheduling: what to load on a given GPU? When to eject it? 
•  Kernel efficiency: very small tiles produce poor performance in CUBLAS, even 

when the data is already on the GPU. Design new kernels? Use batch-BLAS? 

• How to control data reuse on GPUs: 
•  Reduce memory pressure on the PCI-X bus. 
•  Add control-flow to the algorithm? Design specific scheduling heuristics? 

• Data representation: 
•  Not all data needs to be densely represented in the final problem: low rank 

representation? 
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